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promotes new ways of embodied relation to the Umwelt and to absent others, 

changing the way the embodied organism is present in its world and its attitude 

towards presence and absence. Finally, we touch upon the new alliance between 

phenomenology and mindfulness practice. 

 

The Sensible Forms in the Traditions 

of Contemporary Philosophy 
PhD Andrei PERCIUN 

The difficulty to objectify a picture comes from the poor identification of the 

image with its material support. Based on this material, it creates an object, which 

is often not in the ie er’s surroundings. Thus, the image is defined more as a 

process than as an object, making it possible for something to appear. As the 

image assumes the form of a process, it becomes a sensible manifestation of the 

object. It follows that a pure image can not exist, because the image involves in a 

continuous and consistent way an object, making its appearance possible. 

Paraphrasing the phenomenological dictum, the image is always the subject in a 

continuous flow of appearances in which it manifests its ways of being reflected 

in its eidos. This essential way of escalating raw data adheres to the perception of 

photography. One way in which a person can manifest themselves is photography 

and it would certainly be bizarre to reduce a man's life to a single occurrence in 

photography. Therefore, when we look at an image, we are not just referring to a 

painting or a picture on Instagram, but first of all a showdown process whereby a 

subject manifest himself, making itself accessible in an area of otherness. Thus, 

identification is defined by sharing various modes of manifestation. 

 

 

Anthropological Philosophical Dimension of Identity 

in New Contemporary Realities 
Nicolae BODEAN 

The contemporary world is marked by a multitude of factors that influence 

and determine identity formation and affiliation. Individual identity is no longer 

a social construction, but a mask used by the individual to act in a certain 

context, which is reflected in social-political manifestation, assimilation of 

information and identity association. The research tries to clarify directions of 

philosophical-anthropological analysis of identity in the contemporary world. 
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